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ALLEGATIONS OF FINANCIAL IMPROPRIETY POLICY 
 
1. A financial irregularity is a deliberate action which is not in accordance with 

established and authorised rules or procedures.  Irregularities can involve the cash, 
accounting, stores or property of the Trust and its Schools.  If the intention is for 
the person concerned to obtain some financial gain or preferential treatment from 
public office, then the actions may be contrary to the Criminal Law concerning 
fraud and corruption.  If employees are involved, the Disciplinary Procedure should 
be invoked. 

 
2. It is the responsibility of all managers to prevent and detect fraud and corruption in 

the Trust’s dealings. 
 
3. The Board of Trustees is to ensure that financial systems are effective and 

particularly that they include measures to prevent and detect inaccuracies and 
fraud.   

 
4. The Chair of the Board of Trustees, CEO, Headteacher and / or the Chair of 

Governors must be informed of any suspected irregularities.  He / She should 
immediately conduct an investigation, informing the Trust Board / Local Governing 
Body at the first opportunity.  

 
5. If criminal offences have been committed or are suspected to have occurred 

consideration will be given by the Chair of Finance Committee to reporting the 
matter to the relevant investigating authorities, including but not limited to the 
police.  

 
6. The reasons for referring suspected irregularities to the relevant investigating 

authorities can be summarised as follows: 
 
  a. their investigations are completely independent; 
  b. they have access to any criminal records and cautions of individual  
   offenders; 

 c. they have expertise and authority; 
d. they have access to other powers e.g. arrest and search warrants, which can 

facilitate investigations; 
e. referral to the investigating authorities may be necessary to recover larger 

sums from  the Fidelity Guarantee Policy; 
f. an investigation by relevant investigating authorities can demonstrate the 

seriousness and gravity with which the Trust views criminal activities; 
 g. publicity given to prosecutions may have a deterrent effect. 



 

 
7.  Criteria to be taken into account include the following: 
 

a. where corruption is suspected it must be reported to the investigating 
authorities; 

 b. the nature and extent of the suspected criminal act; 
c. the seniority or level of responsibility of the individual (i.e. the more senior 

the more likely); 
d. any special circumstances e.g. irrespective of the seniority of the employee 

or the extent of the crime, the degree of trust placed in an individual must 
be taken into account. 

 
8. If it is considered inappropriate to make a formal report to the investigating 

authorities, a note should be made of the reasons, reported to and discussed at the 
Finance and Audit Committee at the earliest opportunity and retained on file to 
protect the Board of Trustees and Governing Body involved against allegations of 
improperly concealing offences.  The circumstances that could be relevant in 
deciding not to take such action include: 

 
 a. small amounts of money or low value items involved; 
 b. previous record of suspect person; 

c. attitude of suspected person e.g. if before the offence was revealed a 
confession was made and the person helped to explain the circumstances 
and offered restitution; 

 d. personal circumstances or medical condition of the suspected person. 
 
9. It is important that independent evidence of any of these circumstances is obtained 

and held on file if no formal action is to be followed. 
 
10. In a criminal investigation, if it is likely to result in action taken against a suspected 

offender, the relevant investigating authorities will need a signed complainant 
statement. 

 
11. In the event of an investigation by the relevant investigating authorities all staff 

should assign a high priority of full co-operation to enable the investigation to be 
completed quickly.  If the suspect is a member of staff, this will reduce the time the 
person has to be kept off site and so will help control the loss to the School and 
reduce the stress on the suspect.  An investigation by the relevant investigating 
authorities normally would take priority over any disciplinary action which may 
subsequently be taken.   

 
12. All employees are encouraged to feel free to report any concerns without fear of 

intimidation.  However, it must be emphasised that abusing the process by raising 
malicious allegations will be treated as a disciplinary matter. 
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